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隨機成長系統之吉伯特定理與規模之謎 
 

中文摘要 

都市人口的成長與分佈俱有兩個顯著的特性，這兩個特性曾被不同時間與國

家的資料印證過：(一)都市人口的分配符合普瑞夫定理（Zipf’s law）：都市規模

的分佈，實證顯著符合普瑞夫定理，為羃次法則的特殊情況（柏拉圖係數等於

1）。實證研究顯示了該定理的普遍性與一致性（Losch 1954; Hoover 1954; 

Beckman 1958; Simon and Bonini 1958; Okuyama et al. 1999; Axtell 2001; Solomon 

et al. 2000, 2001），相關研究曾提出不同的模型與理論來解釋普瑞夫定理（Simon 

1955; Fujita, Krugman, and Venables 1999; Gabaix et al. 1999）。其中 Gabaix（1999）

提出以純統計觀點的吉伯特定理（Gibrat’s law）解釋普瑞夫定理。(二)都市人口

成長率的分配與都市人口數無關，人口成長率的成長為符合吉伯特定理的

proportionate growth。許多實證研究發現，人口成長率分配的平均數和變異數，

與都市人口數沒有顯著相關，成長率的分配與該變數無關的隨機成長過程稱之為

proportionate growth。Gibrat(1931)曾推導證實這樣的隨機過程會導致 lognormal

型態的極限分配。然而，實證研究都市人口的資料並不是呈現 lognormal分配，

而是符合普瑞夫定理的柏拉圖分配(Pareto distribution)。Eeckhout（2004) 以完整

的人口資料顯示實際的都市人口分佈是呈 lognormal分配，而不是符合普瑞夫定

理的柏拉圖分配。之前的研究會有柏拉圖分配之說是因為所用的資料只取部分，

而非全部。這個研究解開了過去都市人口成長與分佈特性理論上不合之迷，

Proportionate成長過程的確可演化出 lognormal的分配，理論實證皆證實。 

 聚集經濟在都市的形成扮演重要的角色，產業與人口聚集所帶來的外部經濟

對都市成長的影響在許多例子都可看到，聚集經濟隱含正回饋的報酬遞增特性。

傳統的經濟理論以報酬遞減(decreasing returns)為基礎，推導出穩定的、可預測的

單一均衡解。實際上很多經濟問題是衍化的(evolutionary)、不可預測的

(unpredictable)以及可能有多個均衡解(multiple equilibrium)。這樣的經濟問題大部

分具有報酬遞增（increasing returns）與正回饋（positive feedbacks）的特質。雖

然並非所有的經濟問題都屬於報酬遞增的類型，傳統資源導向的經濟型態
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(resources-based economy)仍是傾向於報酬遞減，但是近年來逐漸盛行的知識經濟

（knowledge-based economy）產業則普遍具有報酬遞增與正回饋的特性（Authur 

2002; Scheinkman 1994）。報酬遞增與正回饋的隨機成長模型會呈現路徑相依

（path-dependent）、不可預測和鎖定效果（lock-in）的衍化過程，可能導致多個

均衡解（multiple equilibrium）或不穩定的結果。具有報酬遞增特質的動態配置

過程（dynamic allocation process），可以解釋多種經濟問題：例如消費者對產品

的選擇行為，以及所導致的產品市場的最終佔有率；廠商與居民的區位選擇行為

與所可能導致的都市規模分佈與都會結構。Authur（2002）應用一般的隨機波亞

過程（Polya process）模型，分析具有報酬遞增特質的動態配置過程，解釋不同

類型的經濟衍化問題。波亞過程模型假設每期新變數屬於各選項的機率是各選項

當期佔有比率的函數。Chung（2003）以統計方法分析一般波亞過程的特性，該

研究為純數學的推導，沒有經濟意義的解釋。 

影響區位選擇重要因素之一的聚集經濟所具有的報酬遞增特性與吉伯特定

理的都市成長為 proportionate growth的特性似乎有所矛盾。理論只證明

Proportionate growth是 lognormal分配的充份而非必要條件。本研究的目的是探

究聚集經濟發生在吉伯特定理（proportionate growth）的可能性，與探討報酬遞

增的隨機成長過程是否可演化出 lognormal的極限分配。本研究應用 Authur

（2002）與 Chung（2003）的一般波亞過程模型為分析工具， 解釋居民的區位

選擇，在不同的機率函數假設下，模擬動態隨機的波亞過程，比較極限分配，並

分析波亞模型的特性。 研究結果顯示，在一般的波亞過程中，其動態過程與極

限分配對機率函數中的係數 k值的大小很敏感。當 k大於 1時，動態過程俱有報

酬遞增的特性，都市大小的差異隨著原來大小的差異為權數擴大，某範圍的參數

值下可導致極接近 lognormal的極限分配，顯示在一般化的模型下，報酬遞增特

性可產生符合實際資料的 lognormal分配。 
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Gibrat’s Law and Scaling Puzzle in the Stochastic Growth Process 

 
 

Abstract 
 

Zipf’s law and proportionate growth process are two empirical regularities 
concerning the growth and resulting size distribution of cities.  Zipf's law for cities 
and firms is one of the most robust empirical regularity in the social sciences 
generally.  This striking pattern and its general form (power law) have been studied 
theoretically and empirically. It appears to hold in all countries and dates. Gabaix 
(1999) proposes Gibrat’s law as an explanation of Zipf's law.  He shows that 
homogeneous growth processes of cities possibly lead the distribution of city size 
converging to Zipf's pattern.  

The growth rate of city populations does not depend on the size of the city, which 
characterizes that the underlying stochastic process is the same for all cities. This is 
labeled the proportionate growth process. Empirical research has shown this 
regularity in different data. There is a puzzle regarding these two regularities about 
cities distribution: Gibrat (1931) has established a well known proposition that the 
proportionate growth process generates lognormal distribution, rather than the Pareto 
distribution. However, empirical works of city growth and distribution show the 
coexistence of the proportionate growth and Pareto. This puzzle is finally solved 
recently.  

Eeckhout (2004) examines the untruncated Census 2000 data and finds that the 
size distribution of the entire sample is lognormal rather than Pareto, and the growth 
rate of cities is independent of city size.  His work asserts a new look of the 
empirical regularities concerning that city growth is proportionate and the resulting 
distribution is lognormal.  

Theoretically, proportionate growth process leads to lognormal distribution 
empirically which make it a sufficient condition of lognormal distribution; however, it 
has not been verified that proportionate growth process is also the necessary condition 
for the lognormal distribution.  

Positive spillovers (agglomeration economies) in production are important 
reasons that firms and workers locate in cities. It is suggested that the concentration of 
particular industries is the result of some set of cumulative processes involving some 
form of increasing returns generated from self-reinforcing feature. Increasing returns 
imply positive feedbacks, multiple equilibrium, nonpredictability, and lock-in 
properties. The external benefit (agglomeration) generated from concentration of 
activities is essential features of the formation of city. Nonetheless, the empirical 
suggestion of city growth as proportionate growth process seems not congruous with 
the feature of agglomeration economy in the city.   
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The objective of this paper is to study the possibility of comprising the feature of 
increasing returns into the city growth process and still resulting in a lognormal 
distribution. We empirically investigate the property of the limiting distribution of the 
general Polya process based on the process in Chung et al (2003) and Arthur (2000). 
The feature of the growth process and size distribution of cities in Taiwan is examined. 
Moreover, we investigate the emergence condition of Gibrat’s law in the proposed 
stochastic nonlinear Polya process. 

The simulations of the general Polya process find that the features of the 
dynamic process as well as the limiting distribution are highly sensitive to the power 
coefficient k of size in probability function. When k is greater than one, the dynamic 
process is increasing returns. The degree of size differences is reinforcing by 
corresponding size proportion. The limiting distribution is more diverged than the 
initial distribution. It tends to lead to a positively skewed distribution depends on the 
value of k. The limiting distribution appears lognormal given some parameters values. 
The growth rate of size is positively related to corresponding location size. The larger 
the size of location, the faster it grows. This finding states that a stochastic process 
with increasing returns may lead to a lognormal limiting distribution. On the contrary, 
when k is less than one, the dynamic process is decreasing returns. The degree of size 
differences is diminishing. The limiting distribution of population proportion tends to 
converge to be much more uniformly distributed than the initial distribution. The 
population distribution in Taiwan approximates lognormal distribution; this is 
consistent with Eeckhout (2004). 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Zipf’s law and proportionate growth process are two empirical regularities 

concerning the growth and resulting size distribution of cities.  Zipf's law for cities 
and firms is one of the most robust empirical regularity in the social sciences 
generally.  This striking pattern and its general form (power law) have been studied 
theoretically and empirically (Losch 1954; Hoover 1954; Beckman 1958; Simon and 
Bonini 1958; Okuyama et al. 1999; Axtell 2001; Solomon et al. 2000, 2001).  
Different models have been applied to explain power law and its special case, Zipf's 
law (Simon 1955; Fujita, Krugman, and Venables 1999; Gabaix et al. 1999).  It 
appears to hold in all countries and dates.  Gibrat’s law was first applied in 
explaining the size distribution of firms (Marcus 1969; McCloughan 1995; Sutton 
1997; Lotti et al. 2003).  Gabaix (1999) proposes Gibrat’s law as an explanation of 
Zipf's law.  He shows that homogeneous growth processes of cities possibly lead the 
distribution of city size converging to Zipf's pattern. 

The growth rate of city populations does not depend on the size of the city, which 
characterizes that the underlying stochastic process is the same for all cities. This is 
labeled the proportionate growth process. Empirical research has shown this 
regularity in different data (Edward Glaeser et al. 1996; Jonathan Eaton and Zvi 
Eckstein 1997;and Yannis M. Ioannides and Henry G. Overman 2003). There is a 
puzzle regarding these two regularities about cities distribution: Gibrat (1931) has 
established a well known proposition that the proportionate growth process generates 
lognormal distribution, rather than the Pareto distribution. However, empirical works 
show the coexistence of the proportionate growth and Pareto. This puzzle is finally 
solved recently.  

Eeckhout (2004) examines the untruncated Census 2000 data and finds that the 
size distribution of the entire sample is lognormal rather than Pareto. The stochastic 
kernel density of the normalized growth rate is observed for various deciles. It shows 
that both mean and the variance of the growth rate appear fairly constant over 
different deciles. The growth rate of cities is confirmed to be independent of city size 
empirically, which is consistent of other works. Their work provides a new look of the 
empirical regularities concerning that city growth is proportionate and the resulting 
distribution is lognormal. Eeckhout proposes a local externality model to explain the 
empirical city growth process. 

Eeckhout’s work empirically investigates the property of the city growth process. 
They conclude that the distribution of growth rate is independent of city size labeled 
as proportionate growth. However, in the surface plot of the kernel density estimation 
of normalized growth rates, variances of the distributions do not appears constant in 
all sizes.     

Theoretically, proportionate growth process leads to lognormal distribution 
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which is empirically observed in city size distribution. Proportionate growth is the 
sufficient condition of the lognormal distribution; it has not been verified that it is also 
the necessary condition for the lognormal distribution.  

Positive spillovers in production are important reasons that firms and workers 
locate in cities (Guy Dumais et al. 1997). This external benefit from the clustering of 
economic activity named agglomeration economies includes localization and 
urbanization economies.  It is suggested that the concentration of particular 
industries is the result of some set of cumulative processes involving some form of 
increasing returns generated from self-reinforcing feature (Fujita, Krugman, and 
Venables 1999).  Eeckhout propose a model with local externalities to explain the 
empirical size distribution of cities. Unfortunately, the feature of local economy in the 
work is not crucial in generating the proportionate growth process.   

Conventional economic theory is built on the assumption of diminishing returns.  
Diminishing returns imply stable and predictable evolution process and result in a 
single equilibrium point.  However, diminishing returns do not apply everywhere.  
Parts of economies especially knowledge-based economies are subject to increasing 
returns (Scheinkman 1994).  Increasing returns imply positive feedbacks, multiple 
equilibrium, nonpredictability, and lock-in properties. 

Arthur (2000) applies a simple nonlinear stochastic process, called Polya process, 
to model the dynamic allocation process under positive feedback and increasing 
returns.  Polya process models the probability of addition to the categories is a 
function of current proportions, which is an essential feature contained in various 
allocation process in reality.  This nonlinear dynamic allocation process is applied to 
explain various problems of evolutions and corresponding limiting structures: 
including consumer behavior and corresponding industries market share; industries 
location decision and corresponding urban structure.  As the improvement of 
symmetric information and the unavoidable trend of global economy, the 
knowledge-based economy becomes essential in the economy.  Consequently, the 
feature of knowledge-based economy is worthwhile to analyzed.  Investigating the 
classic nonlinear Polya process is a promising step to examine the feature of 
increasing returns.  Chen (2004) simulates Polya process given various kinds of 
probability functions and concludes that a growth process with a diminishing returns 
agglomeration economy or a bounded increasing returns agglomeration economy 
would converge to a stable limiting distribution.  On the contrary, the growth process 
with an unbounded increasing returns agglomeration economy would generate a 
fractal kind (power law) limiting distribution.  Chung et al.(2003) theoretically 
analyze generalizations of the classical Polya urn problem. They derive power law 
distribution from the classical Polya urn problem given certain parameter conditions. 

Empirical evidence shows that the growth process is proportionate; this is 
reconfirm by the limiting lognormal distribution. However, proportionate growth 
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implies that the distribution of growth rate of city is independent of city size. This is 
very much an opposite idea of the external economics from clustering activities. 
Furthermore, there has not been confirmed that the proportionate growth is the 
necessary condition for lognormal distribution.  

The objective of this paper is to study the possibility of comprising the feature of 
increasing returns into the city growth process and still resulting in a lognormal 
distribution. We empirically investigate the property of the limiting distribution of the 
general Polya process based on the general Polya process in Chung et al (2003) and 
Arthur (2000). The feature of the growth process and size distribution of cities in 
Taiwan is examined. Moreover, we investigate the emergence condition of Gibrat’s 
law in the proposed stochastic nonlinear Polya process. 

 
2. The Polya processes 
 

The model applied in this paper is developed and introduced in Arthur (1984, 
2000). The long-run limiting behavior of this nonlinear Polya type path-dependent 
process is examined to investigate the possible features of the dynamic increasing 
returns process.   

Given finite set of locations (cities) Ni∈ .  Each city at time t has population 

of size ),...,1(, Nis ti = ; and ),...,1(, Nix ti = describes the proportion of population of 

city i in the region at time t.  Let ),...,1( Niri = be the benefits of resident for 
locating in city i, consisting of geographical benefit iq  and the agglomeration benefit 

)( ixg .   The utility of resident for locating in city i is a function of the resident’s 
benefit: 

 ,)())(()( iiiiiiii exvexgqVerVU +=++=+=       (1) 
where ie is the unknown part of the utility The location attractiveness due to 
geographical considerations is independent of the current location's shares. 
Consequently, given the time invariant geographical benefit, iq , the probabilities of 
the locational choice of resident for city i, depends on the current location's 

shares, tix , . 
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3. Simulation 
 

The data used in this study is the population of 369 city, Township and District 
in Taiwan in 2004 and 2005. We simulate the finite general Polya process in section 2 
given various parameter values to analyze the asymptotic distribution properties.  
Given finite number of locations N, the probability of location choice depends on the 
current size share. The value of parameter in probability function is essential in 
characterizing both the growth process and its limiting distribution.      
 
3.1 k=1 

The Polya process given the parameter k=1 implies that the location choice 
probability at time t exactly equal to its current size proportions in the region. The 
process remains in the initial distribution. The growth rate of size is independent of  
location size.  

 .)( ,, tiiti xxp =  

3.2 k<1 
The Polya process given the parameter k<1 generate a process with decreasing 

returns. The degree of size differences is diminishing gradually depends on the value 
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of k. The limiting distribution tends to converge to uniform distribution with small k. 
The growth rate of size is inversely related to location size. The larger the size of 
location, the slower its size grow.    
 
3.3 k>1 

The Polya process given the parameter k>1 generate a process of increasing 
returns. The degree of size differences is reinforcing by corresponding size proportion 
characterized by the value of k. The limiting distribution is more diverged than the 
initial distribution. It tends to lead to a positively skewed distribution based on the 
value of k. The limiting distribution appears lognormal given some parameters values. 
The growth rate of size is positively related to corresponding location size. The larger 
the size of location, the faster it grows. 
 
4. Concluding remarks 
 

The simulations of the general Polya process find that the features of the dynamic 
process as well as the limiting distribution are highly sensitive to the power 
coefficient k of size in probability function.  

When k is greater than one, the dynamic process is increasing returns. The degree 
of size differences is reinforcing by corresponding size proportion. The limiting 
distribution is more diverged than the initial distribution. It tends to lead to a 
positively skewed distribution depends on the value of k. The limiting distribution 
appears lognormal given some parameters values. The growth rate of size is positively 
related to corresponding location size. The larger the size of location, the faster it 
grows. This finding states that a stochastic process with increasing returns may lead to 
a lognormal limiting distribution.  

On the contrary, when k is less than one, the dynamic process is decreasing 
returns. The degree of size differences is diminishing. The limiting distribution of 
population proportion tends to converge to be much more uniformly distributed than 
the initial distribution. Moreover, the growth rate of size is inversely related to 
corresponding location size. The larger the size of location, the slower it grows. The 
population distribution in Taiwan approximates lognormal distribution; this is 
consistent with Eeckhout (2004). 
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